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Jozef Višňovský

A unique job position
requires a unique
portfolio
This document contains a selection of projects which
were successfully realised. From PoC’s to a complex
ever evolving Saas Products.

Real design solutions implemented
by big international names
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Full CV
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Only brands where standalone digital products or
solutions were successfully designed and delivered
are mentioned.

Senior Experience & Visual Designer

We brought full
transparency into
project delivery process

UI / UX Portfolio

Thales Alenia Space™ Configuration Management Tool

Product

Visit Website
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Products & Enterprise Solutions

Managing and delivering huge projects
can be a hustle. With your intuitive
configuration management tool client is
able to set a transparent structure of the
project's deliverables, subjected to certain
life-cycle stages which can be done only
by certified personnel.
Whole user experience was made with
ease of usability in mind, where complex
project structures are needed to be easily
created, transparently managed and at the
end successfully delivered.
With blockchain incorporated inside the
tool, the client is always dealing with a
single point of truth, which is crucial in
fully transparent project management.

84 screens

Web App
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Wireframed Basic User Functions Flow Map

SAB Aerospace™ Inspection Tool

Product

Play Video
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Europe space
exploration made much
safer
Many space systems and satellites are
assembled with parts from different
suppliers. However, each of these parts is
a very important part of the whole system,
where even the slightest manufacturing
error can cause it to fail.
With direct funding from the European
Space Agency, we have created a product
that records and enables full traceability of
all inspections and manipulations of a
specific component. This allows space
systems to be built more safely, only from
components that have been verified and
authorized for implementation, and
records of their inspections remain stored
forever in a system database that runs on
blockchain technology.
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104 screens

Web App
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User Priorities Flow Map

Blockchain based
solution finally for the
small and mid-size
businesses

General Inspection Tool

SaaS Product

Multiple years of development of the
technology and user experience for
enterprise clients is now available for all
smaller customers, who can enjoy all the
benefits connected with single point of
thruth where tool allow digital information
to be recorded and distributed, but not
edited. In this way, user experience create
the foundation for immutable ledgers, or
records of transactions that cannot be
altered, deleted, or destroyed.
With usage of user-centric design
principles, the interface is very inviting,
easy to use and intuitive.

78 screens

Web App
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Decent Wallet

iOS Application

Download
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Fully secured wallet at
the touch of a finger
Download Decent Wallet for DCT
Cryptocurrency and custom tokens
running on DCore Blockchain.
With the minimalistic approach in mind,
app connects all the core functionality into
compactly designed package with all the
security features included.

77 screens
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O2 Search
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Try on O2 Website
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Smart search, which
increased conversion
rate by 320%
In March 2017, O2 teamed up with Luigi’s
Box to improve the performance of their
search and implemented Search Analytics
on all O2 sites including the main website,
the eshop, and the Q&A portal.
Implementation of custom autocomplete
& search from Luigis Box helped O2
spotlight trends in searching, draw
attention to lost opportunities, adjust onsite search and develop further features.
And foremost, fulfill visitors‘ needs when
searching for a product or a service.

Web App

17 screens
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With our Gratitude solution, your
customers can scan a QR code and see
every part of your product’s journey – from
where the materials come from to who
transports the product to the store your
customers buy it from. The information is
secured with our blockchain-based
technology which also ensures the
immutability of the captured information.
With the platform at the backend comes
special interface, where the clients can
create product landing pages which will
generate the QR code for their products,
which will be displayed at the platform
itself with the associated brand.

Web App

47 screens
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Gratitude™
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Show the true stories
behind your products

Waver, true socialization
for the most vulnerable

Waver

iOS App

The modern-day social and dating app,
Waver, was designed with a specific focus
on people suffering from severe mental
health issues.
More often than not, these individuals find
themselves helpless and without support
or understanding. They seek a way to
connect to people who deal with similar
issues, and increase their chances of
recovery and overall mental health
improvement.
Instant help came in form of modern
application through which they can
communicate between each other, share
they problems or even more serious
issues.

64 screens
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DPoll

More Info
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Surveys in the
neighborhood
Easily create and run surveys localized to
your own neighborhood, street, district or
the whole city.People residing in the
specified area receive the surveys
electronically and can reply instantly from
their phone or computer.
Target your survey all the way down to
street level and learn more about people's
opinion in a specific area. If you are
interested in bigger arreas, set your target
to city or even state level.
Blockchain technology provides complete
transparency in the way surveys are
conducted guaranteeing the information
returned can be fully trusted.

Web App

26 Screens
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Digital Proof™

Product
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A revolutionary, timeless
kind of intellectual
property protection
Digital Proof brings an objective
confirmation of authorship and timestamp
of any document in just 5 minutes.
Thanks to blockchain one can prove any
type of file without restriction. All
documents are proofed privately and
securely. Suitable for individuals as well as
agencies

Web App

167 screens
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Verify Your Document
By clicking ‘Verify’ you will be redirected to
the Digital Proof application and the
verification process will be confirmed
Verify Document

The Explorer web application allows all
Decent Coin owners to see the current
market value, all transactions, the number
of accounts registered over a period of
time, and thus have an accurate and
unambiguous overview of the
cryptocurrency DTC.

Web App

49 screens
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Digital Explorer™

Product
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All transactions at your
fingertips, anytime

Thank you for your attention.
Now, let’s talk.
I will be happy to present to you the seniority
of all the skills I have declared in person,
whether at a job interview or a meeting.
Thank you for your attention.
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